
W.4  I can provide evidence that demonstrates that waves are 

absorbed, reflected, and transmitted in the world. 

Reflection – the bouncing back of a wave after it strikes a barrier

Absorption – the transfer of energy from a wave to matter as a wave passes through it

Transmission – the passing of a wave through a material

Light Waves:  Reflection, Absorption, Transmission

Reflection – light waves bounce off of a mirror and you can see your reflection

Absorption – a black surface absorbs light rays and becomes hot

- When light rays are absorbed by matter, they transform into thermal energy (heat).

Transmission – light waves traveling through a window allowing you to see through it

- If light waves cannot transmit through an object, it is opaque.  (You cannot see through 

it.)

Many times, waves interact with matter in a combination of reflection, 

absorption, and transmission.

- Seeing Color – Each color (visible light, including color, are EM waves!) has a different 

wavelength and frequency.  Different types of matter reflect specific wavelengths and 

absorb specific wavelengths.  For example, the chairs in my classroom are orange 

because the material in the chair absorbs all wavelengths of color EXCEPT the orange 

wavelength.  We see the chair as orange because the chair reflects the orange 

wavelength back to our eyes.  

- Do windows get hot? – Windows are an easy example of a type of matter that transmits 

light energy.  Visible light (for example, what you may think of as “colors”) passes 

through, or transmits, the window allowing us to see through it.  But, some energy is 

absorbed as well.  Light from the sun is made up of many different wavelengths and 

frequencies that we cannot see.  For example, ultraviolet, or UV wavelengths, may be 

absorbed by the window.  This is why if I stand near a window I do not get sunburned.



Mechanical Waves:  Reflection, Absorption, Transmission

Reflection:

Water Waves – when a water wave hits the wall of a pool, it bounces back in the

opposite direction

Sound Waves  - reflect off the walls of a canyon creates an echo

Absorption:

Sound Waves – Sound proof rooms and materials that absorb sound waves can dampen

sounds

Transmission:

Sound Waves – talking through a thin wall or door to someone on the other side that can

hear you, talking to someone across the room

Seismic Waves – P waves and S waves travel through the earth

Water Waves – energy travels through the water

Many times, waves interact with matter in a combination of reflection, 

absorption, and transmission.

- If you speak into a door and someone is on the other side, some of the sound waves are 

reflected back (someone behind you could hear you), some are transmitted (the person 

on the other side of the door can hear you), and some are absorbed (the person on the 

other side of the door hears you but at a lower amplitude).


